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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Technical Specifications for Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3
(Waterford 3), state that the inservice inspection of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components shall be
performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code and applicable Addenda as required by 10 CFR 50.55a(g), except where
specific written relief has been granted by the Commission pursuant to
10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i). 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3) states that alternatives to the
requirements of paragraph (g) may be used, when authorized by the NRC, if
(i) the proposed alternatives would provide an acceptable level of quality and
safety, or (ii) compliance with the specified requirements would result in
hardship or unusual difficulty without a compensating increase in the level of'
quality and safety.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4), ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components
(including supports) shall meet the requirements, except the design and access
provisions and the preservice examination requirements, set forth in the ASME
Code, Section XI, " Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant
Components," to the extent practical within the limitations of design,
geometry, and materials of construction of the components. The regulations
require that inservice examination of components and system pressure tests
conducted during the first 10-year interval and subsequent intervals comply
with the requirements in the latest edition and addenda of Section XI of the
ASME Code incorporated by reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b) 12 months prior to the
start of the 120-month interval, subject to the limitations and modifications
listed therein. The applicable edition of Section XI of the ASME Code for the
Waterford 3 first 10-year inservice inspection (ISI) interval is the 1980
Edition through Winter 1981. The components (including supports) may meet the
requirements set forth in subsequent editions and addenda of the ASME Code
incorporated Sy reference in 10 CFR 50.55a(b) subject to the limitations and
modifications listed therein and subject to Commission approval.
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In a letter dated April 28, 1995, Entergy Operations Inc., submitted to the
NRC its First 10-Year Interval Inservice Inspection Program Plan Request for
Relief No. 151-015 for Waterford 3. Additional information was provided by
the licensee in its letter dated February 8,1996.

2.0 EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS ,

The staff, with technical assistance from its contractor, the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL), has evaluated the information provided by the
licensee in support of its First 10-Year Interval Inservice Inspection Program'

Plan Request for Relief No. 151-015 for Waterford 3.

Based on the information submitted, the staff adopts the contractor's'

conclusions and recommendations presented in the attached Technical Letter
Report. The staff concluded that for Request for Relief No. ISI-015 requiring
the licensee to replace installed tubes with tubes out of the same lot simply
to satisfy administrative requirements would cause a hardship without a

.

compensating increase in quality and safety. Furthermore, the licensee's
proposed alternative for Request for Relief No. ISI-015 provides reasonable-

assurance of operation readiness. Therefore, the licensee's proposed
alternative contained in Request for Relief No. 1S1-015 is authorized,
pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(ii).

Attachment: Technical Letter Report

Principal Contributor: T. McLellan

Date: June 10, 1996
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In a letter dated April 28, 1995, the licensee, Entergy Operations Inc.,
j submitted Request for Relief No. ISI-015 for the Waterford Steam Electric
I Station, Unit 3 (Waterford 3). By letter dated February 8,1996, the licensee

submitted additional information on the history of the items in this request.
This request for relief is applicable to the first 10-year inservice
inspection (ISI) interval, which began September 1985. The Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) staff has evaluated the subject request for
relief and additional information in the following section. ;

2.0 EVALUATION

i

The Code of record for the Waterford 3 first 10-year ISI interval is the !
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section XI, 1980 Edition through Winter 1981 Addenda. The information
provided by the licensee in support of the request for relief has been
evaluated and the basis for disposition is documented below. j

i

Reauest for Relief No. ISI-015: IWA-7210 Replacement Constructfon Codes
!

Code Reauirement: IWA-7210 requires that replacements meet the

requirements of the edition of the Construction Code to which the
original component or part was constructed. |
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;

The original component was constructed to ASME Boiler and Pressure;

|i
Vessel Code Section III, 1974 Edition, Summer 1975 Addenda, which
requires material to be certified by use of a Certified Material Test

,

i Report (CMTR) from a supplier possessing a Quality System Certificate.
|

j Licensee's Code Relief Reauest: Relief is requested from following

{. IWA-7000 material certification requirements for tubes used as
!, replacement tubes in the Evaporator Heat Exchanger on the 'B'~Ersential

| Water Chiller.

!

, Licensee's Basis for Reauestina Relief (as stated):
i

"In 1992, 120 replacement tubes were installed in Essential Chiller 'B'
evaporator heat exchanger. These replacement tubes were from a common'

j lot of 384 tubes supplied by the manufacturer to a vendor who in turn
; supplied the tubing to Waterford 3. The vendor, United Technologies -
; Carrier, is the original equipment manufacturer for the Waterford 3
: chillers. In January, 1995, in preparation for planned work on the

essential chillers, Materials Technical personnel assisted maintenance
in the retrieval of purchase documentation for stocked evaporator and
condenser tubing. Upon review of this documentation it was discovered
that neither the tubing manufacturer nor the supplier of the tubes was
authorized or qualified to provide Code certified material.

"384 tubes were supplied as replacements for the evaporator HX [ heat
exch' anger] . The tubes were provided with a material test report from
the manufacturer. The test report indicated that it was applicable to
384 tubes. The supplier indicated that all 384 pieces were from the
same material lot. Therefore, it is concluded that the test report is
applicable to all supplied tubes and all tubes are from the same lot of
material.

"The material test report documented compliance with material
specification ASME SB359, alloy 122. The test report is not an ASME
Code certified material test report, but the report dees indicate the
tubing was manufactured, tested and provided in accordance with the
required material specification. Per the manufacturer's material test
report, the replacement tubing was subjected to eddy current testing; a
pneumatic test at 250 psig; tensile testing; and chemical analysis. All
results were satisfactory.

"Even though neither the manufacturer nor supplier of the replacement
tubes possessed the appropriate ASME Certificate of Authorization or
Quality System Certificate to provide Code certified material, the
supplier was on the W3 Qualified Suppliers List (QSL). The supplier met
the requirements of 10CFR[Ptrt]50, Appendix B.

-.
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j "A third party possessing a Quality System Certificate was contracted to
perform the Code certification of the unused material under the rules of,

i Section III. Based on their tests and examinations, the unused material
| was certified as required by ASME Section III.

"Since the Code does not permit certification of used material, it was.

i not possible to certify the installed tubing. However, based on the lot
j information provided for the original test report (see above), it is
| believed that the Code Certification provided by the third party is

representative (,f the quality of all tubing (including the installed |:
j tubing). |

In a letter dated February 8, 1996 the licensee added the following:

" Safety Consequences of Tubing Failure ,

. '

;

i "The Essential Chilled Water-system consists of three (3) 100
; percent capacity chiller subsystems designed to supply 42*F chilled
t water to safety systems via two (2), (train 'A' and train 'B')

' independent system trains. The third chiller (chiller compressor4

'A/B') is a " swing" chiller which can supply chilled water to either
j the 'A' train or the 'B' train, depending on the electrical supply
; and valve alignment. -Each chiller subsystem and train consists of

one water chiller compressor unit, one chilled water pump, and;

j associated piping, valves, instrumentation'and controls.

! "These chilled water trains are piped such that chilled water is
circulated, from any two (2) of the chiller subsystems, through (3),

three chilled water supply loops Safety Train 'A', Safety Train 'B't

i- and Non-Nuclear Safety Train, which serva equipment in various parts
'

of the Reactor Auxiliary Building. Two (2) of the three (3) loops
serve safety-related air handling units.

"The third loop serves non-safety air handling units. During a
design basis accident, the non-safety loop is isolated from the
remainder of the system and the two (2) safety-related loops are
isolated from each other so that each operating subsystem serves a
safety-related loop while the non-safety loop receives no chilled
water.

"The system is designed with complete component redundancy and
isolation features to assure that chilled water will be provided to
'A' or 'B' train piping loops following a design basis accident .

assuming a single failure in any one operating train.

"The tubing discussed in this issue is only installed in the
evaporator heat exchanger section of the Essential Chiller 'B'
compressor. If the tubing in the 'B' Essential Chiller evaporator
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! heat exchanger were to fail while operating, water would enter the
j refrigerant system. Each chiller unit has a dehydrator subsystem
; which will separate the water from the refrigerant circuit. The
! dehydrator system would collect the water and give a positive
j indication through a sight glass indicator. Failure of the 'B',

!. chiller subsystem will not adversely impact the operation of the
j Essential Chilled Water system since the Chilled Water System has a
; 100 percent capacity " installed spare" by way of the " swing" ('A/B')
i Chiller subsystem. The 'A/B' Chiller subsystem may be readily
i substituted to supply either the 'A' or the 'B' train.of Chilled
j Water.
i
i "Although the tubes replaced in Essential Chiller 'B' evaporator
. heat exchanger were supplied by a vendor without a Quality System
|

,

Certificate, the Certified Material Test Report (CMTR , the vendor's |

~ quality assurance program,' the excellent three year pe)rformance:

history since replacement and the dehydrator system circuit<

1 indicating there has been no tube leakage, provides evidence that |
j the tubing and thus the chiller unit can continue to perform its
; intended design and safety function. Therefore, the nuclear
i capabilities of the Essential Chiller 'B' are not degraded and the
j. tubes continue to provide an acceptable level of quality and safety.
.

; " Testing Methodology
.

'

i "The original tube lot, was tested by Wolverine Tubes, Inc. The
j testing included the following:
;

j " Lot number 1, 384 tubes, customer drawing 17FA153-1002-7NU, ASTM
i SB359 Type 122 Copper, Production Order Number 418601; and Lot
j number 1, 412 tubes,' customer drawing 19EA41-5713-39NU, ASTM SB359
: Type 706 Copper / Nickel, Production Order Number 418701;

Chemical Analysis performed on production lot
! Mechanical Properties performed
i Eddy Current performed (before and after finning)
i Pneumatic Test performed.(250 psig after finning)
i Flattening . Test performed (before finning)

Expansion Test performed (before finning)
; Statement on CMTR states; 'This material was' produced in

i| accordance with Wolverine Tube, Inc. Quality Assurance Program.
As audited by Carrier Corp. As conforming to the requirements'
of ASME Section III, NCA3800.

i

! "When certification discrepancy was. identified, the remaining tubes
were overrated and returned to Wolverine Tubes, Inc. It was'there

i that the tubes were inspected and verified by representatives from
; Entergy, Carrier Corp and 1dolverine Tubes, Inc., to be of the same
; lot of tubes originally purchased by Waterford 3 on WP024806 Rev.1.
<

:

l'
i' .
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" Wolverine agreed to perform the following test on the tubes;,

A) Visual Inspection (100 percent of all tubes)'

. B) Eddy Current Inspection (100 percent of all tubes) |# C) Air Pressure Test (100 percent of all tubes) i

j D) Chemical Analysis (1 sample per lot)
! -

.

" Certificates of Compliance were received for Con'solidated Power
Supply stating: 246 tubes (13 rejected for dimensions,1 destroyed |

for chemical analysis,il unknown), P/N 17FA153-1002-7NU, meet the
requirements of ASME Section III Class 31974 Edition Summer 1975
Addenda. 409 tubes (1 destroyed for chemical analysis), P/N
'19EA41-5713-39NU, meet the requirements of ASME Section III Class 3
1974 Edition Summer 1975 Addenda.

"Waterford 3 issued new purchase Orders to Consolidated Power
Supply, a holder of a Quality Systems Certificate, to re-purchase
the tubes. Waterford 3 Purchase Orders WP061670 for 409 tubes,
P/N 19EA41-5713-39NU, and WP061671 for 246 tubes, P/N
17FA153-1002-7NU. The Purchase Orders required the tubes.to meet
the requirements of ASME Sect. ion III, Class 3,1974 Edition, Summer
1975 Addenda, ASME Section II,1974 Edition, Summer 1975 Addenda,
10CFR[Part]21 requirements, and 10CFR(Part]50 Appendix B. Tubes
meeting these requirements were then provide to Waterford 3, as
requested.

"It is Waterford's belief that since the replacement tubes Jtalled
in the #B' Essential Chiller's heat exchanger are of the same lot as
those determined to meet ASME,10CFR[Part]21, and 10CFR(Part]50
Appendix B requirements per the. Waterford purchase orders WP061670
and WP061671, they are also of the same high quality and can
continue to perform their intended safety function."

,

Licensee's Proposed Alternative: Utilize the report of the third party
possessing a Quality System Certificate, who performed Code
certification of unused tubing from the same fabrication lot, under the
rules of Section III. -

. .

Evaluation: The Code requires replacement materials to be certified,
which is documented by a CMTR, and be obtained from a supplier
possessing a Quality System Certificate. However, 796 evaporator heat
exchanger tubes supplied as replacements ha'd only a material test report
documenting compliance with material specification ASME SB359,

alloy 122. While not an ASME Code CMTR, the test report did indicate
that the tubing was manufactured, tested, and supplied in accordance
with the required material specification. Tubes from this lot have been
installed into Essential Chiller 'B'.
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The Essential Chilled Water system at Waterford 3 consists of three

water chillers, each 100% capacity, designed to supply two independent
system safety trains. Both chiller trains include a water chiller
compressor, with the third chiller compressor ('A/B') acting as a
" swing" chiller that can supply chilled water to either the 'A' train or

the 'B' train. The system is designed with complete component
redundancy and isolation features to assure that chilled water will be
provided to 'A' or 'B' train. piping loops following a design basis
accident, assuming a single failure in any.one operating train. If the

tubing in an Essential Chiller evaporator heat exchanger were to fail
while operating, water would enter the refrigerant system. Each chiller
unit has a dehydrator subsystem that would then separate the water from
the refrigerant circuit. The dehydrator system would collect the water
and give a positive indication through a sight glass indicator. Failure
of the 'A' or 'B' chilter subsystem will not adversely impact the
operation of the Esseatial Chilled Water system since the Chilled Water
System has an installed spare using the 'A/B' Chiller, which can be
readily substituted to supply the 'B' train of Chilled Water.

During 1992, 120' tubes were replaced on the 'B' Water Chiller. The

Code requires the tubes to be certified and that certification
documented using a CMTR from a supplier possessing a Quality System
Certificate. However, in planning for work on the chiller in 1995 it
was discovered that 796 tubes supplied as replacements (including the
120 tubes mentioned above) for the evaporator heat exchanger tubes were
provided with only a material test report documenting compliance with
material specification ASME SB359, alloy 122. The test report was not
an ASME Code CMTR, but did indicate that the tubing was manufactured,
tested, and supplied in accordance with the required material
specification.

,

*
120 tubes were installed during this replacement as documented in
the request for relief cover letter dated April 28, 1995.

'
i

|
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When the discrepancy was discovered, the remaining tubes were returned
to Wolverine Tubes, Inc. and verified to be of the same lot as the tubes
originally purchased by Waterford 3. These tubes were then tested by
Wolverine Tubes, Inc. and certified to ASME Section III.

Waterford 3 re-purchased the tubes, with certificates of compliance,
from a company holding a Quality Systems Certificate. However, the Code
does not permit certification of used material (i.e., the tubes
previously installed on the 'B' Water Chiller). To have Code-certified
tubes in the subject heat exchanger, the installed tubes would have to
be replaced with certified spares. Based on the ability to identify a
leak in the heat exchanger, the installed spare Water Chiller 'A/B', and
the redundancy of the system, compelling the licensee to remove tubes

and replace them with tubes out of the same lot simply to satisfy
administrative requirements would cause a burden without a compensating
increase in quality and safety. Certification of the lot of tubing by a
third party possessing a Quality System Certificate, in conjunction with
the nondestructive examinations, pressure testing, and tensile testing,
should provide reasonable assurance of operational readiness.
Therefore, it is recommended that the licensee's proposed alternative be
authorized, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(ii).

3.G CONCLUSION

Requiring the licensee to replace installed tubes with tubes out of the
same lot simply to satisfy administrative requirements would cause a
burden without a compensating increase in quality and safety.
Furthermore, the licensee's proposed alternative for Request for Relief
151-015 will provide reasonable assurance of operation readiness;
therefore, it is recommended that the licensee's proposed alternative be
authorized, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(ii).
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